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When Coty first announced plans for a Jennifer Lopez fragrance, the beauty

industry-many of whom had already passed on the project-scoffed.
Disdain turned quickly to envy, though, when Glow, Lopez's debut scent,

hit the S31 million mark after a mere four months on counter
Now, envy has turned to emulation, with a raft of celebrity-themed

projects due to hit the market, all with the aim of rewing up the ailing

fragrance bar. But in a season in which Beyonce is squaring off against

Britney, and Nicole, Salma and Scarlett are going toe-to-toe, not every

scent is destined for blockbuster status. Like the Grammys or the Golden

Globes, ih.r. .r" only so many kudos to go around.

And like the most hotly contested awards shows, the competition this
season is stiff. Eeauty Biz cover girl Jessica Simpson was first out of the
gate with the launch of Dessert, a line of edible fragrance and body
products that racked up an estimated $500,000 in sales during Simpson's

debut appearance on O-VC-in 49 minutes.

Come August, Simpson will be joined by Scarlett Johansson, the

face of Calvin Klein's new Etemity Moment scent, which is expected to
reach $100 million globally in first-year sales, S45 million of that in the
U.S. Beyonc6 will enter the fray in September with Tommy Hilfigers
True Star which reportedly has a first-year U.S. target of S50 million, while

Britney Spears'collaborative effort with Elizabeth Arden is set to hit
counters in October

Meanwhile, Salma Hayek will appear as the face of Avon's newest
global launch, Today, Tomorrow and Always, and Nicole Kidman will make

her much-anticipated debut as the star of Chanel No. 5's new adveftising
campaign. Even Madonna will be supporting a line of Kabbalah candles

from Slatkin & Co. And this is only the beginning-Sean "P. Diddy" Combs

recently inked a licensing deal with the Estee Lauder Cos.. the fruits of
which are expected to be a 5100 million-plus brand, according to soon-to-
be chief executive officer William Lauder while Ashley ludd will front one of
its much anticipated Beauty Bank brands. Charlize Theron is expected to
soon sign with Dior.

"Today, getting a celebrity on board is invaluable," says.lanice Min,

editor in chief of Us Weeklymagazine. "lt's the fastest, easiest way to make

an impact with a new product." From her perch at the publication, Min is

uniquely privy to the insatiable lust her readers have for celebrity minutiae.
"lt's very clear from the way they respond to product mentlons that the
power of celebrity is extraordinary" she says. "They basically want to know
every product celebrities are wearing or using, whether it's a new shoe, a

scarf-even a breath mint."

As far as department store retailers are concemed, the infusion of
star power couldn't come at a better time. "You see celebrities everywhere,"
says Thia Breen, senior vice president of cosmetics at Federated.
"Everyone wants to make an emotional connection, and when you have
a celebrity, customers already have an emotional connection with that
person. You don't have to start from scratch."

It's the idea of associative imagery explains Rochelle Udell, executive
vice president and chief creative officer at Revlon. "By leveraging the
assets of a celebrity to generate attention for the brand, you're creating
a positive l1alo," she says.

What's more, the public's fervid interest in even the most mundane

details of a celebrity's life isn't likely to wane anytime soon, especially

among younger consumers. As Udell points out, thanks to the proliferation

of media and the numerous television channels, magazines and Web

sites devoted to celebrity fodder, "the distance between the celebrity and
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"Everyone wants to make an
emotional connection, and
when you have a celebrity,
customers already have an
emotional connection with
that person. You don't
have to start from scratch.'

the fan is much closer lt's fulfilling a need," she continues. "As long as the
need is there, it will persist."

Clearly, the stakes are high. Marketers are leaving nothing to chance.

Despite the fact that many industry watchers feel that True Star is the
show pony to bet on, Fabrice Weber president of Aramis and Designer

Fragrances, is still reluctant to make any hasty calls-even with an

advertising and promotional war chest estimated to be in the Sl-5 million

range in the U.S. alone.
"A celebrity is iust like any other product," he says. "And ultimately,

success has a lot to do with which celebrity you pair with your own product.

Some celebrities are definitely more attractive than others, but it depends

on your target market and the product you're trying to sell." The target
market for True Star is 25- to 45-year-olds, although executives also hope

to reel in 15- to 25-year-olds.

Calvin Klein, too, is looking to shore up its appeal to a younger

demographic, enlisting 19-year-old Scarlett Johansson to be the face of
Eternity Moment, the latest incarnation of the 16-year-old flagship
fragrance brand. With the help of Johansson [who was also recently

retained by Louis Vuitton for its fall fashion campaign), Klein is reaching out
to a younger market. While Eternity attracts a customer in the 30-to-45 age

bracket, say company executives, Moment will skew to the 22-to-30 crowd.

Klein's strategy is sound, say industry experts. Without question, scents
with celebrities attached appeal first and foremost to a younger-and more
impressionable-audience. Chanel, for its part, hopes to attract the next
generation of consumers with its Baz Luhrmann-directed spots starring

Nicole Kidman. "We expect to see at least twice the market performance

of the success of No. 5 for the second half," says Jean Hoehn Zimmerman,

executive vice president of sales and marketing for Chanel Beaute. ln other
words, the company is looking to double its already substantial sales for
the time period.

Then there's Rod McFadden, vice president of merchandising for
Sephora, who recently witnessed the juggernaut that is Jessica Simpson. At
an in-store event for her new Dessert line, held at Sephora's Times Square
location in late April, Mrs. Nick Lachey drew a massive crowd of young fans.

"lt was probably the biggest personal appearance we've done at
Sephora, but it came off extremely well," says McFadden. "There were aboul

a thousand clients lined up, and she was able to touch every one, and sign

autographs. And we had great sales that day as well."

Marketerd are looking to star power to attract more mature audiences,

too. Salma Hayek, for one, is 38-and at a place in her career where



around a celebrity. As
their popularity
wanes, so does the
oooularitv of the brand.
Itt really, really risky."

"lt gets dangerous to
build a new brand

in the trenches with the likely purchasers of many of fall's new fragrances.

As such, she's a prime witness to the daily disconnect between what they

say and what they actually do.

ln a recent online poll conducted specifically for Beauty Biz, for example,

several respondents told Groppe they're "over the whole celebrity thing."

Still, a tidy 35 percent said they would buy a fragrance by Beyonce. And

while Britney didn't fare quite as well, she still scored a purchase intent of

22 percent.
"What surfaced in the survey is that these girls are iust over it," says

Groppe. "They don't buy a product based on a celebrity."

At least they say they don't. "l have to say that I usually hear that,"

Groppe allows. "But it doesn't seem to correlate with the numbers. For

instance, JLo Glow sells very well. and yet the girls are always complaining

about it.
"So I do take it with a grain of salt," Groppe continues. "But there was a

lot of overt 'lt's not about the celebrity, it's about how it smells."' [For the full

portraying Frida Kahlo on-screen is far more compelling than, say, the latest results, see page 37.1

incarnation of ingenue. But in choosing Hayek as its new spokesperson to That last bit-how it smdls-was cited as the single most important

appear in advertising and to represent its newly created foundation fighting factor for potential success for every celebrity scent headed our way this

domestic abuse, "heat" didn't rank at the top of Avon's agenda. "What fall. Make that for every scent, period, say the experts.

we really looked to do was find someone who manies our voice and core "For us. any consideration of fragrance is truly contingent on the juice,"

values, which are integrity, passion, authenticity and inspiration," says Jill says Robin Coe-Hutshing, owner and creative director of Studio at Fred

Scalamandre, Avon's group vice president of global marketing. "lt's about Segal. "Plain and simple. it has to appeal on an olfactory level. lf a celebrity

finding someone who will help us extend our reach even further." launch really had that going for it, plus a unique appeal, we might consider

To that end, Hayek's Mexican-Lebanese heritage certainly tipped the it, provided other factors made it feasible."

scales in her favor. "She has a very strong constituency around the world At Bameys, says vice president and divisional merchandise manager

because of her background," says Scalamandre. "ln Czechoslovakia and Bettina O'Neill, a celebrity affiliation may also pique her customers'interest

Russia, they think she's Czech. Her reach is probably not as broad in Asia- enough to brint them to the fragrance department. lt's common, she

Pacific, but she's still recognizable there." says, for beauty buffs to come in clutching the recent issue of ln Style as

While Hilfiger Chanel. Calvin Klein and Avon have opted for the celebrity a baseline shopping guide.

as spokesmodel route, other marketers are opting for the celebrity as brand "lf someone is a big fan of Beyonce, they may say, 'l love the way she

approach, such as the upcoming Britney Spears fragrance and beauty line dresses, I love her style. And now she's endorsing this fragrance, so let

being produced by Elizabeth Arden. That strategy is generally considered a me see what it's all about,"'says O'Neill. "But the initial buy may depend on

much riskier proposition. After all, for every Elizabeth Taylor White Diamonds whether the customer likes it herself.

or JLo Glow there's at least one Uninhibited by Cher. "Our customer is more about 'what's right for me' and wanting to smell
"lt Bets dangerous to build a new brand around a celebrity. like a unique," adds O'Neill. lndeed, the mere ubiquity of celebrity fragrances makes

Britney," says Kathy Delaney, managing partner and executive creative them more suitable to department store counters than specialty stores, say

director, Deutsch N.Y. "As their popularity wanes, so does the popularity of some. "[Our customers] are early adapters and style-makers, and as such

the brand. lt's really, really risky. Without having some core brand values are less inclined to be influenced by a media endorsement," Coe-Hutshing

before you sign on a face, your brand becomes that face. And then if that says. "For the prestige-specialty customer fragrance is an identity-defining

face falls out of the public eye, there goes your brand." purchase. lt's aspirational, but more in the sense of aspiring to uniqueness

Call it the "wardrobe malfunction principle," as made famous by .lanet and individuality rather than cleaving to another persona."

Jackson's performance during the Super Bowl. "lt's a very dicey proposition, The population at large, however, seems only too happy to align itself
because you can't control what happens to their lives," says branding with stars in any way possible. Aided by a mountain of media, from the
guru Richard Pandiscio, principal of Pandiscio Co., a design-marketing firm growing pile of celebrity gossip rags to shows like Extra, Access Hollywood

with clients ranging from Miami's Raleigh Hotel to Sharps, the hip men's and E! True Hollywood Story, the public has come to view the Jennifer

grooming line. Anistons of the world as family.

While he understands the temptation to seize the moment with a hot So completely has the pendulum swung away from earlier fashion and
young sta[ doing so can ultimately backfire, says Pandiscio, "lt's all about beauty icons-supermodels like Cindy Crawford and Christy Turlington-
cashing in while you can," he says. "But that kind of quick-buck thinking some think it may never swing back. "The public has developed these

reflects back on the entire brand and may cast a shadow on everything intense, intimate relationships with celebrities," says Us WeeklysMin.

else a company does." "When was the last time you saw Shalom Harlow or Amber Valletta on the

As president and ceo of L.A.-based Girls lntelligence Agenry which cover of a magazine?"

tracks the purchasing behavior of females aged 10 to 19, Laura Groppe is "There's a depth there, a richness, with celebrities," says Deutsch NY's
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Delaney. "We read about them all the time, so there's much more context
there when we see them on the covers of magazines. lt means so much

more than just a face. And to go back to just a face-people would be

bored by it."

More than a few fragrance industry heavyweights, however are willing
to stake their claim to a less celeb-crazed consume[ To wit, with her latest
project, Lauren Style, Ralph Lauren Fragrances president Andrea Robinson

is mining turf ,that's a complete 180 from much of what's on deck for fall.

Capitalizing on the increased activity behind the Lauren by Ralph

Lauren better-priced sportswear brand. Robinson and her team have

developed a fresh spin on the original Lauren fragrance. And one of the
key elements of the megabucks Lauren Style launch [estimated to be nofth
of $20 millionJ is a Bruce Weber-photographed ad campaign populated

with-gasp -models.
Not models of the household-name ilk like Gisele, but rather lesser-

known mannequins whom only those deep inside the fashion beltway might
recognize. For Robinson, these women evoke exactly the post-9/11, family
mood she was striving for.

"We feel the timing is right and the values are right to really staft
looking at this type of cultural landscape again." she says. "l feel it's very
much the trend now toward feeling safe, feeling reassured. And trusting
in brands that have longevity and quality and that you can believe in.

"No, it's not a celebrity fragrance. And no, it doesn't have that sexy
edginess," Robinson adds. "But I don't know many fragrances that really

speak to this family, multigenerational, kind of safe piece. Maybe it sounds
dull and boring compared to some of the others, but we felt that this was
a territory that wasn't exploited."

Robinson isn't alone: Marc Jacobs, Giorgio Armani, Prada, Max Mara,

Oscar de la Renta, Donna Karan and a host of others are launching
much-lauded scents this fall with nary a celebrity in sight. And retailers seem
to be equally as bullish. "We think the noncelebrity launches look great."
Breen says. "To our way of thinking, you don't have to have a celebrity name."

Just deep pockets. Breen points out that with Christmas falling on

a Saturday this yeaI retailers are expecting a later-than-usual Christmas
sales surge, meaning that the brand with the deepest pockets to sustain
spending through Christmas Eve will likely emerge victorious.

Sephora's McFadden is thinking along similar lines. "l don't think we've
turned some corner" with the celebrity category he says. "lt's just another
segment of possibility for the fragrance business. We have great successes
with products that don't have affiliations with celebrities, even some that
don't have an incredibly high profile.

"There are clients out there who are very trend-conscious," adds
McFadden. "But then again, fragrance is a very unique, personal thing, and
clients are just going to respond to what they're most comfortable with
and what they love."

And even the go-to guy overseeing the season's hottest star scent
remains convinced that the fragrance industry's noncelebrity platforms
are sound.

"lf the question is, 'Are celebrity fragrances the wave of the future?'
then my answer would be no," says Fabrice Weber: "There is absolutely no
issue about the future of classic fragrances built on either fashion or very,

very powerful, universal concepts. ln my mind. these fragrances will not
only remain, but I see them coming back strongly, with a vengeance, in the
near future." I

Coming soon to
a counter near you?
Beauty's infatuation with Hollywood shows no signs
of slowing, and that's good news for the women
below. Entertainment industry insiders agree they're
on the hot list for potential endorsement deals.
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